Jerry’s Artarama
Jerry’s Artarama is the second largest online art supply company in
the U.S. Through their fast growth over time, they had obtained a
number of marketing vendors and technologies. As growth continued,
managing multiple vendors and platforms was becoming too complex
to manage promotions, brand messaging, creative and attribute the
success of advertising dollars to a specific marketing activity.
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Method Savvy integrated their best revenue-generating marketing channels to focus on lifecycle
marketing rather than direct response. More specifically, Method Savvy:
· Looked at how Jerry’s advertising accounts were structured and integrated them, evaluated how
each activity impacted parts of the business, and developed a set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
focused on improving the cost of customer acquisition and lengthening customer lifetime value.
· Dynamically prioritized their channels over time based on budget and customer demand, made
strategic structural changes to drive efficiency to reduce budgetary waste, and iterated creative
and offers to improve online advertising performance.
The consolidation of Jerry’s Artarama’s advertising programs resulted in more consistent creative
and messaging and improved Return on Ad Spend (ROAS). Additionally, Method Savvy was able to
streamline the reporting and campaign strategy, simplifying e-commerce decision making for the
Jerry’s Artarama team.
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Integrated Media Management
Jerry’s Artarama was conducting its e-commerce business utilizing discordant marketing technologies
and platforms, causing mixed messaging, reporting and an unclear view into revenue attribution.
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